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ABSTRACT 

Peer code review is a best practice in Software Engineering 

where source code is reviewed manually by one or more 

peers(reviewers) of the code author. It is widely acceptable 

both in industry and open-source software (OSS) systems as a 

process for early detection and reduction of software defects. 

A larger chunk of reviews given during peer reviews are 

related to common issues such as coding style, 

documentations, and best practices. This makes the code 

review process less effective as reviewers focus less on finding 

important defects. Hence, there is a need to automatically find 

such common issues and help reviewers perform focused code 

reviews. Some of this is solved by rule based systems called 

linters but they are rigid and needs a lot of manual effort to 

adapt them for a new issue.  

In this work, we present an automatic, flexible, and 

adaptive code analysis system called DeepCodeReviewer 

(DCR).  DCR learns how to recommend code reviews related 

to common issues using historical peer reviews and deep 

learning. DCR uses deep learning to learn review relevance to 

a code snippet and recommend the right review from a 

repository of common reviews. DCR is trained on histroical 

peer reviews available from  internal code repositories at 

Microsoft. Experiments demonstrate strong performance of 

developed deep learning model in classifying relevant and 

non-relevant reviews w.r.t to a code snippet, and ranking 

reviews given a code snippet. We have also evaluated DCR 

recommentations using a user study and survey. The results 

of our user study show good acceptance rate and answers of 

our survey questions are strongly correlated with our 

system’s goal of making code reviews focused on finding 

defects. 

CCS CONCEPTS 

• Machine learning → Supervised learning; Neural networks • 

Software and its Engineering  → Software functional 

properties 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Peer code review [1, 2] is a critical part of software 

development lifecycle where source code is reviewed 

manually by one or more peers of the code author. The source 

code is inspected to discover errors, to ensure that the source 

code complies with best practice standards, and to discover 

vulnerabilities such as race conditions, malware, memory 

leaks, buffer overflows, and format string exploits.  Code 

review is used to find these problems which may have been 

overlooked by a developer before the software is released.  

Parts of this process are being automated by systems 

called code linters/static analysis tools1. Linters are made up 

of rules related to coding best practices. They get triggered 

whenever these best practices are violated, mostly during the 

build time in IDEs. The rules used by linters work well for only 

a few variations of a violation [3] and needs a lot of manual 

customization to adapt them for specific projects, teams, or , 

industry. One needs to maintain right set of rules that suits 

one’s projects and add new analyse rules for modifications in 

best practices. This rigidness of static analysis tools makes 

them hard to use [4] and unscalable for large and diverse code 

repositories present in open source software (OSS), and 

industry. 

Even in presence of these systems, peer or code reviews 

result in common issues related to documentation, style, and, 

structure. Mäntylä and Lassenius [5] showed that 75 % of 

code review comments are related to such common issues. 

Bacchelli and Bird [6] performed an empirical analysis to see 

the motivation behind the code review performed by 

reviewers. They found that even with strong motivation to 

finding defect (bugs or functional issues in code), reviewers 

tend to focus on reviews which are mostly related to obvious 

bugs, or best practices. This makes code reviews less effective 

                                                                        
1 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Static_program_analysis 
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because reviewers are distracted by common issues, and they 

focus less on important aspects such as defects, architectural 

issues, and testing for code. 

To address challenges mentioned above, we developed an 

adaptive, scalable, and easy to configure automatic code 

analysis system called DeepCodeReviewer (DCR). The system 

can automatically review code for common issues so that a 

developer can proactively correct the code, and reviewers can 

perform code reviews focused towards finding defects. DCR 

makes use of deep neural networks to automatically learn 

code analyses corresponding to the human reviews given to 

code snippets in historical peer reviews. It uses Long Short 

Term Memory (LSTM) networks [7] to understand source 

code snippets and reviews, and learns to apply relevant 

review to a code snippet.  This makes our system: 1. Flexible, 

as its code analyses can generalize to new variations of an 

issue; 2. Easy to configure, as it learns to prioritize its analyses 

from a project or organization’s historical code reviews; and 3. 

Adaptive, as it just needs historical code reviews for a specific 

coding language.  
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Figure 1 Overall architecture of DeepCodeReviewer with 
two main phases: training phase processes historical peer 

reviews and trains a deep learning code review model; 
production phase makes use of trained model to perform 

code analysis and apply relevant review. 

Figure 1 describes DCR in action. For a new code snippet, 

DCR finds most relevant review/s from a repository of 

common reviews generated using historical peer reviews. For 

scalability, it first finds a set of candidate reviews from 

repository and then it makes use of a Deep learning model to 

find most relevant review/s for a code snippet. For this work, 

we trained DCR for peer reviews in C# language projects. We 

collected historical data from internal corporate git 

repositories.  In the following section, we present related 

work for automatic code reviews, and background of code 

reviews using Git PRs2. Then we will explain in detail all the 

components of DCR. We will then discuss the evaluation of our 

proposed deep learning model, and results from user study to 

                                                                        
2 https://help.github.com/articles/about-pull-requests/ 

evaluate overall performance of DCR.  Finally, we will 

conclude with discussions and future direction for this work. 

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK 

2.1 Background on peer reviews 

Peer or code review is considered a highly recommended 

practice in software engineering [8]. It is widely acceptable 

both in industry and open-source software (OSS) systems as a 

process for early detection and reduction of software defects. 

Fagan [9] formalized a highly structured process for code 

reviewing based on line-by-line group reviews, done in 

extended meetings for code inspection.  This was effective but 

was time consuming and a heavyweight process. In recent 

years organizations and OSS use a lightweight code review 

process with less formal requirements along with supporting 

tools to perform code review. Some examples of tools used in 

industry are Google’s Mondrian [10], Facebook’s 

Phabricator[11] and the open-source Gerrit3 initiative. 

Our code review system is based on Pull requests(PRs) and 

are very similar to Github’s PR review system4. A PR asks 

collaborators5 of a project to review or vote code changes 

associated with a bug fix or a new feature request in a 

software product. Collaborators then review the submitted 

code change to make sure that it is free of defects. If they find 

any, they leave a comment explaining the defect that they have 

found. The creator of the PR then adds follow-up code changes 

related to the review comment.  Once all the collaborators and 

the creator are happy with the changes, the PR is then merged 

to the master code repository or mainline. To train DCR, we 

used historical PRs from our internal code repository and 

management system. 

2.2 Related work 

Most of the work related to automating the process of code 

review is centered around static analysis of code[12]. Static 

analysis tools (commonly called linters) aims to examine the 

text of a program statically, without attempting to execute it. 

They commonly work on source code representations i.e. 

abstract syntax tree, or some form of object code. These 

analyses are shown in IDEs and usually consist of suggestions 

related to design, security, performance improvement, style, 

and code readability. They make use of rules and allow end 

user to add any specific rules related to his/her project or 

team guidelines.  For C#, Microsoft .NET Framework has two 

static analysis tools: 1. FxCop6; 2. StyleCop7.  

                                                                        
3 Gerrit: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gerrit_(software) 
4 https://github.com 
5 Collaborators are developers working on a project. One or more collaborators 
are usually added to a PR as reviewers. 
6 https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/bb429476(v=vs.80).aspx 
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Most of the static analysis is shown in the IDEs, and even in 

presence of static analysis tools, code reviews tend to focus on 

the common issues[5, 6]. This prompted the development of 

tools that can run static analysis tool for each PR and present 

the analysis centrally to both the developers and reviewers of 

a project or a team. Balachandran [13] developed a system 

called ReviewBot that uses the output of multiple static 

analysis tools to automate checks for coding standards 

violations and common code patterns, and published the 

reviews automatically to the code review request.  Although 

they showed high acceptance rate for their suggestions, their 

system doesn’t understand priority of the rules that they 

configure for a project, and configuration can be different for 

different projects. A system called Tricoder [4]   provides 

program analysis ecosystem that is scalable and sharable 

across multiple repositories. It combines many static                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

analysis tools and allows developers to add their own static 

analyses into the system.  

More recently, machine learning based program analysis 

has become quite popular. Allamanis, et al. [14] present a 

survey of machine learning techniques used for applications 

such as code search [15], syntax error correction [16], and 

detection [17], and bug detection[18]. The basic premise is 

centered around naturalness hypothesis:  

 

“Software is a form of human communication; software 

corpora have similar statistical properties to natural language 

corpora; and these properties can be exploited to build better 

software engineering tools” 

 

Bielik, et al. [3] presents a machine learning based 

technique to learn static analysis rules automatically from a 

given dataset instead of manually providing various inference 

rules.  They trained their system by running existing static 

analyzers for issues related to learning point-to analysis rules 

and allocation site rules. They used decision tree algorithm to 

generate rules, showed that generated rules have better 

coverage for tricky corner cases than existing analyzers.  

Although they showed that their system can improve coverage 

of an existing static analysis system, it cannot adapt to 

modifications of the same rule for different projects or team, 

and lacks the capability to find new issues.  

With the advent of GPU computing and scalable machine 

learning methods, deep neural networks have become state-

of-the-art methods for solving machine learning problems. 

Deep neural networks such as Long Short Term Memory 

(LSTM) networks have been widely used in analyzing 

sequences of natural language word tokens. They have gained 

popularity for text generation and are used in machine 

translation [19], image and video descriptions [20], etc. These 

application of LSTMs in text are adapted and used for code 

retrieval [15], summary generation for source code [21], and 
                                                                                                                       
7 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/StyleCop 

code synthesis [22]. Recently, Allamanis, et al. [23] presented 

a graph based deep neural network technique to find two 

specific issues in code: variable misuse, and variable naming. 

Along with sequence of tokens, they embed code context using 

abstract syntax trees and data flow graphs. They then train 

their model in an unsupervised way (not directly for the 

problem of VarMisuse, or VarNaming), and then apply the 

trained model to predict if there is a mismatch between the 

variable used and the variable predicted by their system.   

3 DeepCodeReviewer (DCR) 

Given a code snippet and a repository of reviews, DCR 

performs review recommendations.  For this, we developed a 

deep learning model that takes as input (code, review) pairs 

and outputs score that indicates the relevance of each review 

to its corresponding code pair. Figure 1 shows the overall 

architecture of DCR. During training phase, we first 

preprocess (code, review) pairs to remove noise and convert 

them to sequences. Then we train a deep learning model using 

generated data of relevant and non-relevant (code. review) 

pairs. For any new code snippet, we apply the same 

preprocessing steps to convert it to sequence, and then make 

use of deep learning model to find most relevant reviews from 

a repository of common reviews given in historical code 

reviews. Sections below explains each component of DCR in 

detail. 

3.1 Code and review pre-processing 

Each PR consists of code snippets and reviews given on those 

code snippets. In our work, we want to learn to apply relevant 

review to a code snippet by analyzing sequence of code and 

review tokens.  

3.1.1 Code tokenization 

We tokenize code using a system called Lexer8. Lexer is a 

tokenizer designed specifically to split code statements into 

lexical units called tokens. For example, for a code statement x 

= a + b * 2; the lexer output is 

 

[(identifier, x), (operator, =), (identifier, a), (operator, +), 

(identifier, b), (operator, *), (literal, 2), (separator, ;)] 

 

where each tuple is made of token name and its values. The 

token name is a category of the token; categories for c# are 

shown in Table 1.  Once we have these sequences of tuples, we 

then transform it to generate sequence of token values. 

3.1.2 Review tokenization and filtering 

Code review comments are like tweets. They have links, ‘@’ 

annotations with user names, and instead of images they have 

                                                                        
8 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lexical_analysis 
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code blocks. For this reason, we used nltk’s [24] tweet 

tokenizer to tokenize the review comments.  

We filter reviews if they belong to certain types such as 

praise and affirmations, reviews with code blocks only, and 

reviews related to typos in variable names. This kind of 

filtering helps in removing noise from our data and direct the 

model training towards learning actionable reviews that will 

lead to a code change. Review filtering is explained in more 

details in next section. 

Table 1 Major token name categories produced by 
pygment lexer9 

Token Name Description 
Keyword Any kind of keywords such 

as using, namespace, class, 
public etc. 

Name variable/function names 
Literal Any literals (number and 

string) 
Operator operators (+, not...) 
Punctuation punctuation ([, (...) 
Comment any kind of comments 

3.2 Code and review relevance deep learning 
model 

Our deep learning model takes input pair of code snippet ( ) 

and review ( ) where  stand’s for  code snippet and 

review pair in dataset. Each  and  is converted into 

sequence of token  and  

where n is number of code tokens in a code snippet, and p is 

the number of review tokens in a review text.  We represent 

set of code sequences as , and set of reviews as .  

3.2.1 Representing code and review tokens using word2vec 

We convert both code and review tokens to an n-dimensional 

real valued vector using word2vec algorithm [25]. This n-

dimensional real valued vector is commonly referred as 

embedding vector. These vectors are dense representation of 

tokens and does not have sparsity issues. Word2vec 

embedding vectors are known for capturing semantic 

relations between tokens. For example, we will see cluster of 

embeddings for all code access modifiers tokens, variable 

name tokens that represents a specific type, and tokens that 

have occurred in say ‘if’ statement, for-each, etc. 

To pretrain these embedding vectors on set of code, and 

reviews, we applied Gensim 10  word2vec on and 

individually to generate two mappings 

                                                                        
9 Pygement is a lexer software written in Python language. It supports many 
languages along with C#. For detailed descriptions on token name categories 
visit http://pygments.org/docs/tokens/. 
10 https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/models/word2vec.html 

 (1) 

 (2) 

where n is size of code token vocabulary, p is size of review 

token vocabulary;  and  are embedding 

vector for code and review token respectively and  

are embedding dimensionality. 

3.2.2 Training data generation 

We train our Deep learning model to solve binary 

classification problem: given a tuple    train a model 

to predict if is relevant to  or not. For this, we should have 

a dataset of relevant (+ve) and non-relevant (-ve) tuples of 

code snippets and reviews. But the data that we get from 

historical PRs just consists of +ve pairs. Therefore, we must 

artificially generate -ve pairs to have a dataset that can be 

used for training and validation of deep learning model 

explained in next subsection.  

We generate -ve pairs by selectively sampling reviews. We 

begin with a repository of <code, review> tuples (+ve pairs) 

generated by crawling PRs; let’s define it as .  Then for each 

+ve pair  we randomly sample 4 reviews without 

replacement from where , where m is the 

size of  . Then we generate -ves by pairing  with each of the 

4 sampled reviews. We repeat this process for each +ve pair in 

. 

This process generates -ve pairs that will help our deep 

learning model to learn to not apply other reviews but only  

to . But we also want our model to learn to not apply  to 

corrected For this, we made use of the final version of the 

code snippet that got merged into the mainline once the PR is 

completed. This version of code should have corrections 

related to the review . We then generate an additional -ve 

pair using the final version of the code snippet and .  

3.2.3 Multi-encoder deep learning model 

To find if a review is relevant to a code or not, we designed a 

deep neural network ( ) that understands a code snippet in 

three parts: upper lines, current line, and lower lines; see 

Figure 2. Current line is the line where the review comment is 

posted by a reviewer and divided a code snippet into two 

equal parts. This way of splitting the code helps the model to 

give importance to parts of code snippet most relevant to the 

review given.  

 
Upper lines

Current line

Lower lines

Review
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Figure 2 Example of a code snippet and its different parts 

Each part of code snippet and the review is converted into 

sequence of tokens using the tokenizer in section 3.1. On each 

token, mapping from eq(1) and eq(2) are applied to convert 

the token to its corresponding embedding vector. 

Sometimes review text doesn’t contain enough information 

for the model to learn that a review is applicable to a code or 

not. In such cases code context ( ), injected in later stage of 

, helps model to learn review’s applicability. To extract code 

context, we align the review comments to the code tokens, and 

extract unique set of token names occurred in the current line 

where comment is given, and the few neighboring lines. We 

then convert the unique set tokens to a vector, and this vector 

becomes our code context ( . 

We use 4 LSTM models to individually analyze three code 

parts, and the review  . Output of these 4 LSTMs is combined 

using another feed forward deep neural network whose 

output layer has a fixed size of two neurons (relevant and 

non-relevant) with SoftMax activation, which outputs a 

relevance score ( ) between [0,1]. Equations below 

explains the model in details. 

 
(4) 

where  

 
(5) 

and, 

 

 

(6) 

where  

 

(7)  

 

 
where | is a concatenation operator;  

and  are sequences of code tokens; 

 i represent  code snippet 

and review pair in ; ctx is vectorized version of code context; 

 are weight matrices for feed forward neural 

network that combines output of all LSTMs; 

 are the encoded representations 

generated as output of 4 LSTMs;  and  are the code to 

embedding mapping functions.  

3.2.4 Model training 

We perform supervised end-to-end training using back-

propagation to tune the parameters of the pretrained 

embeddings, LSTMs, and the combiner feedforward neural 

network. We use Adam optimizer[26] to minimize the cross-

entropy objective function on our training set. To prevent 

overfitting in LSTM layers we use dropout[27] and use L2 

regularization in feedforward fully connected layers. We add 

class weights to force the model to learn from the imbalanced 

dataset of relevant and non-relevant (code, review) pairs. 

3.3 Review recommendation for a new code 
snippet 

When a new PR comes, it can consist of new code files or 

modifications to some existing code file in a repository. DCR 

starts with first splitting code files into smaller code snippets 

For each code snippet, a set of candidate reviews (  ) from a 

repository of reviews ( ) are found. This is done to make our 

system efficient by avoiding matching all the reviews in    to 

a code snippet. Then the code snippet is paired with each 

candidate review to generate code review tuples, and perform 

code and review preprocessing. We then pass these tuples as 

input to the Multi-encoder deep learning model. The model 

outputs  for each candidate review. Reviews that 

cross a certain threshold are the DCR’s recommendations for a 

code snippet. This process is repeated for all the code snippets 

of a file. 

3.3.1 Repository of review generation 

The most critical part here is to generate  from historical PR 

reviews. To recommend diverse reviews, should have 

reviews that belongs to diverse code issues and are also 

frequently given during historical code reviews - frequent 

reviews are better learned by model than rare reviews. To get 

diverse review types, we first perform phrase extraction using 

Autophrase [28]. Based on phrases, we clustered all the 

reviews, and labeled clusters by performing visual analysis of 

the review text in the clusters. More details on the types in 

present in next section. 

In  we store the raw text of the review, it’s encoded 

version of review, and encoded version of the upper, lower 

and current code lines of the code snippet where the review 

was given; see eq(7). 

3.3.2 Candidate review selection 

To generate candidate set of reviews for a new code snippet, 

we first split code snippet into upper, lower and current lines. 

We then use the LSTMs (see eq 7) to get the encoded 

representation of the three parts of the new code snippet and 

calculate cosine similarity between the new and all the code 

snippets in  (for all the three parts individually). We select 

the reviews from  whose code snippets are like the new code 

snippet in all upper, lower and current parts. 

3.3.3 Threshold selection for review recommendation 

To find the most applicable reviews to the new code snippet 

we threshold the  for candidate reviews. To select 
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threshold, we first calculate  for all the   

tuples in . We then calculate large confidence interval for 

 in each cluster. The threshold for a cluster is chosen 

as the upper limit of the confidence interval. Upper limit is 

selected so that reviews for which DCR is highly confident are 

recommended. 

3.4 Dataset 

We trained and tested our system on C# code reviews. For 

this, C# PRs(Pull Requests) are crawled from 208 

representative code repositories within our organization. 

Each PR contains a lot of information, but for our case only 

modified code, final merged code, and the review text are 

important. The dataset contains 22,435 completed C# PR and 

56,052 code and review comment pairs.  

3.4.1 Review filtering 

Our goal is to recommend an actionable review for a new code 

snippet. An actionable review results into a valid code change. 

A deeper analysis of our data revealed that a good portion of 

human written reviews are not actionable. Here are a couple 

of examples.  

a. Reviews asking for explanation or related to 

discussion on functional part of a code change e.g. 

“what's the point of this change?", “maybe a good op 

to fix this error message are you sure * you want * to 

do this ?”, etc. 

b. Reviews related to affirmation, praise, joke: “omg , 

what kind of monster would've checked this in the 

first place ? :-)” , “love it :)”, “that was really it :-) 

amazing”. 

 

There are also reviews that require code context that is 

richer, and distant from the location of the reviews. For 

instance, 

a. Reviews related to addition of a test in a test file 

corresponding to a change e.g.  "need unit / 

regression tests", “do not change old tests unless 

required report needs to keep working add new 

tests for new functionality these are just as much 

regression tests as unit / integration tests”. 

b.  Reviews related to business logic, or functional 

change e.g. “can this be a passthrough as well it also 

seems like we don't need this entire class at this 

point”, “you still want this part”, etc. 

 

We notice that longer reviews tend to be quite specific and 

do not repeat a lot. Hence, training data won’t have enough 

instances of the same issue and our model won’t be able to 

learn it well. Also, LSTMs tend to remember recently seen 

tokens in longer reviews and forget tokens from beginning 

part of the review. These reasons prompted us to select short 

reviews. 

For all the non-actionable, and functional reviews, we 

design regular expressions filters to detect and remove them 

from our dataset. After filtering we were left with 30,509 code 

and review pairs.  

3.4.2 Training and validation dataset 

As explained in section 3.2.2, we generate a dataset of relevant 

and non-relevant code and review pairs. We experimented 

generating training data with 1,3, 5, and 11 -ves for each +ve 

pair. Using each generated dataset, we trained our model and 

tested its performance using metrics described in next section. 

We found model trained on dataset with 5 -ves per 1 +ve gives 

best performance. There are two reasons why moderate 

number of negatives worked best: 1. Less number of negatives 

do not capture the distribution of -ve pairs well; 2. With large 

number of -ves, there is a higher chance that review sampling 

for -ve pairs will generate reviews similar to +ve review; 

model will get confused when trained on such dataset. 

We generated 152,545 not relevant -ve pairs using 1:5 

ratio for +ves and -ves. We divide this dataset according to 90-

10 ratio into train (train_dat) and validation (val_dat) dataset 

using a stratified sampling method pivoted on the code from 

the +ve code review pair. All -ve pairs generated for a +ve pair 

either become part of training or validation dataset. Using 

stratified sampling ensures that +ve and -ve pairs remains in 

1:5 ratio in both training and validation. Table 2 shows details 

on train_dat, and val_dat. 

Table 2 Shows training and validation dataset details 

Dataset  Size 

Training (train_dat) 164,748 code review 

pairs 

27,458 +ve; 137,290 -ve 

Validation (val_dat) 18,306 code review 

pairs 

3051 +ve; 15,255 -ve 

3.4.3 Repository of reviews 

As explained in section 3.3.1, we generate a repository of 

reviews (  that has diverse and frequently given reviews. 

Using the process explained, we found 139 different types of 

reviews in 30,509 reviews. As shown in Figure 3, these 139 

review types can be clubbed into 7 broad categories. In our 

system that we used to perform user study (explained in 

following section). 

3.4.4 Model implementation details 

We used Keras [29] to implement our code review deep 

learning model. We used embedding dimensionality of 200 for 

code and review token and set LSTM encoder hidden state 

dimensionality to 400. The model is trained for 16 epochs, and 

after each epoch cross-entropy objective function is computed 

on training and validation set. 
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Figure 3 Distribution of reviews in  

4 Evaluation and Results 

We evaluate the code review model using automatic metrics 

and evaluated the overall DCR system using a user study.  

4.1 Automatic metrics 

4.1.1 Classification metrics for multi encoder code review 
model (DeepMEM) 

We evaluated our deep learning model for its ability to classify 

relevant and non-relevant (code, review) pairs. For this we 

measured area under precision-recall (PR) curve on val_dat. 

We compared our method performance with a baseline 

method that uses TF-IDF to represent (code, review) pairs, 

and logistic regression for classification. 

In the baseline method, the TF-IDF vectors are first 

calculated for the code and each of the review comment. Then 

both the vectors are concatenated to form a single feature 

vector for a code and review tuple. Then a logistic regression, 

with L2 regularization and class weights, is trained using the 

concatenated vectors to classify pairs as related or not-

related.  

Figure 4 shows the PR curve for both the approaches. The 

multi encoder deep learning approach proposed in the paper 

was able to reach PR curve AUC of 26 that is 62.5 % more as 

compared to logistic regression AUC.  

4.1.2 Review Ranking capability of code review model 

To assess review ranking ability of our model, we generate 

randomly 49 -ve pairs for each positive pair in 

val_dat using the same technique explained in section 3.2.2. 

We then use DeepMEM and baseline method to compute 

 score and use this score to rank all 50 pairs. Using 

this ranking, we calculated two metrics: 1) Mean reciprocal 

rank; 2) Recall@k. 

 

 

Figure 4 Precision recall curves for Multi-encoder deep 
learning model (DeepMEM); and basline method using 
TF-IDF and lositic regression. The area under the curve 

for DeepMEM is 26, and for baseline method is 16. 

Mean reciprocal rank measures the ranking quality by 

assuming that there exists only one relevant review, hence it 

penalizes all other reviews apart from . We calculate MRR 

(Mean reciprocal rank) as 

 

 
 

where   is number of positive pairs in test_dat, rank(.) 

function computes the index of  in ranked list of 50 code 

review pairs. MRR close to 1.0 is good which indicates that for 

each pair models ranked right review at first position. 

MRR is calculated for both the methods multi encoder, and 

the baseline method. Figure 5 shows the MRR results. The 

multi-encoder deep learning achieved 136% higher MRR than 

logistic regression using TF-IDF. Our model was able to 

achieve good MRR because of its capability to learn complex 

code patterns by analyzing sequence of code and review 

tokens- the capability not present in TF-IDF representation.  

MRR works on the strict assumption that there exists only 

one relevant review. But our data can have more than one 

review that are of same type and applicable to . Hence, 

during random sampling process, some -ve pairs might end up 

having review of same type as . To take into account that 

there may exist multiple relevant reviews in the dataset, we 

calculated another metric called recall@k. This metric 

calculated fraction of in val_dat with  

where is calculated in a same way as explained 

above for MRR calculation. Figure 6 shows the Recall@k for 

different k where k<=49. The proposed model out-performed 

logistic regression model by ~200% for k=0,1,2,3,4,5. Table 3 

shows details on individual values of recall@k. 
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Figure 5 Mean reciprocal rank (MRR) for DeepMEM, and 
baseline method using TF-IDF with logistic regression 
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Figure 6 Recall@k for DeepMEM, and baseline models 

Table 3 Comparison of Recall@k for DeepMEM and 
baseline methods. 

k Recall@k for 

DeepMEM 

Recall@k for 

logistic 

regression 

with TF-IDF 

%gain 

compared 

to baseline 

0 0.106 0.031 242% 

1 0.159 0.049 224% 

2 0.197 0.066 198% 

3 0.227 0.078 190% 

4.2 User study 

4.2.1 Setup 

To assess the usefulness of the DCR system, we perform user 

study with a group of 9 Software developers from within our 

organization. Distribution of developers according to their 

experience is shown in Table 4. For the study, we used DCR 

system to recommend reviews for all the lines in the modified 

code file in a PR.  To generate recommendations for a file, we 

first split the file into smaller code snippets. For a given code 

snippet, we followed the process explained in section 3.3 to 

generate the review recommendation.  

We developed a chrome extension that renders the 

recommendations provided by our system on the specific 

commit of a PR. 

Table 4 Shows distribution of users according to 
experience level. 

Experience level # of users 

Junior Engineers 2 

Senior Engineers 5 

Principal Engineers 1 

Manager 1 

4.2.2 Task 

Each user was given a set of random commits for files in 

val_dat and was asked to use the tool to analyze DCR 

recommendations and select all the relevant 

recommendations. During the task, our chrome extension 

collects click data such as click to see recommendation, click 

to select relevant recommendations, and click to submit 

selected relevant recommendations. At the end of the study, 

each user was asked to fill a survey about our system.  

4.2.3 Analysis of data collected during user study 

During the user study users evaluated around 40 types of 

reviews recommended by our system and clicked on 216 

recommendations out of which they found 117 as relevant 

recommendation, and 99 as not relevant recommendations. 

This resulted in an overall recommendation acceptance rate of 

54% across all the 9 users.  

4.2.4 Survey Results 

We asked following questions to the users in our survey. 
 

Q1. Is the tool useful? 

This question asked users to rank tools usefulness. 7 users out 

of 9 found the tool useful, and 2 users were neutral. None of 

the users found this tool not useful.   

 

Q2. Would you recommend this system to colleague? 

6 out of 9 said yes to this question. This indicates that users 

had high affinity towards promoting our system. 

 

Q3. What did you like about the tool? 

This question was asked to see if the user responses are 

correlated to the systems use case to help both the developers 

and reviewer to perform focused code reviews. As the ones 

who created the PR, they liked that they can now correct 

possible common review comments proactively without 

waiting for a human reviewer’s comment.  Also, they like the 

issues found by the system that a static analyzer cannot find; 

Some examples of such issues include suggestion to 

implement idisposable interface, add try-catch, and to catch 

specific exception. 

Also, when they switched roles from developer to a code 

reviewer, they found this tool helpful in performing focused 

code reviews where they can review code for functional issues 

without worrying about common code issues. 
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Q4. What did you not like about the tool? 

The users indicated that they would like to see these 

recommendations earlier during the code development. 

5 Discussion and conclusion 

We have presented a flexible, adaptive, and easy-to-configure 

automatic code review system using deep learning called 

DeepCodeReviewer(DCR). It automatically learns code 

analyses corresponding to the human reviews on code 

snippets in historical peer reviews. Code and reviews are pre-

processed to remove noise and convert them to sequences of 

tokens. Then a deep neural network (DeepMEM) is used to 

analyse and classify relevant and non-relevant code and 

review pairs. When validated on 18,306 code and review pairs, 

our model beats baseline model by 62.5% in PR AUC (Figure 

4). Given a new code to review, DCR uses the developed model 

to rank a set of candidates reviews from a repository of 

common reviews, and selects ones that cross a set threshold. 

The DeepMEM model when validated for its ranking capability 

surpassed baseline by 136% in MRR(Figure 5), and ~200% in 

Recall@k (Figure 6). In the user study to evaluate over- all 

system, DCR’s recommendations had acceptance rate of 54%.  

During pre-processing we filtered noise to get a dataset of 

actionable reviews only. Reviews such as questions, praise 

related, and complex context related are removed. We also 

removed longer reviews as they are usually specific and do 

not occur frequently in training dataset. Using smaller reviews 

helped our model to learn code patterns better and 

understand full review text well without any issues related to 

forgetting beginning parts of it. Our approach converts each 

code and review token to a dense feature representation using 

word2vec. This equips our model with semantic information, 

and avoids sparsity issues related to shorter reviews. 

Whenever a developer submits a new code change in a pull 

request, our system can provide code reviews automatically 

for common issues. This helps developer to proactively 

correct issues and helps reviewers to perform focused code 

reviews towards finding defects. We plan to make DCR learn 

continuously from the new pull requests, and add information 

related to code semantics and long-range context. This will 

make DCR to learn new issues, personalize itself to a 

team/repository, and learn complex issues. 
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